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Our Journey through Cyprus

Fuel Cost: 
~ 3.45 TL ($1.41CDN)
~ 1.23 Euro ($1.78CDN)
per litre (Diesel)

Accommodations 

Cost: 
Camped in secluded 
spots without facilities,
Hotel in Lemesos 
50.00Euro ($72.50CDN)/
night

Food & Drink Cost: 
Self suicient.  
Groceries from the local 
supermarket

Exchange Rate: 
1.00 TL = $0.41 CDN 
1.00 Euro = $1.45 CDN

Border Formality 

Costs:
90.00TL ($37.00CDN)
Entry & Exit Port Tax

Country: Cyprus

Duration: November 10 to 17, 2016

Distance Traveled within the Country: ~2149km

Cyprus Ferry Info:
7-8 hr Ferry from Taşucu, Mainland Turkey to Girne (Kyrenia), Cyprus 
with Filo Denizcilik

Memorable Impressions:
There is a distinct diference in culture and the economy between the 
Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus and the Republic of Cyprus.  The 
northern part of Cyprus though Turkish seems yet not really Turkish.  
The trading restrictions imposed by the international committee due 
to Turkeys so called illegal occupation of northern Cyprus if evident 
everywhere.  This does not keep away the retired expats which buy 
up the coastline piece by piece.  The southern part of Cyprus is Greek 
speaking.  Yet again it does not feel very Greek.  Modernization slowly 
does away with the culture.  The parts we enjoyed most were the 
ancient Greek and Roman sites and the vineyards.
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Waiting in Taşucu to board the Ferry

After 8 hrs & 60km we arrive on the Island of Cyprus

N
ovember 10, 2016:  We retrace our route back to the ferry 
town of Taşucu close to Silifke.  There are actually two (2) 
Ferry Companies that provide services to Cyprus; both 

seem to be on the same schedule.  Asking for the ferry oice we 
are pointed to the Filo Denizcilik oice.  Issuing of the tickets is very 
quick and eicient.  The vessel Beşparmak is scheduled to leave 
the Taşucu Port at midnight with an anticipated arrival at the Girne 
(Kyrenia) Port on the Island of Cyprus six (6) hours later.  The one-
way ticket is 185TL for the truck plus 15TL for the driver and 90TL for 
the passenger for a total of 290TL ($119.00CDN).  We both caught 
something from the water.  For Ruby it was the second round of 
diarrhea in ive (5) days and Mike ended up with Gardia, burping 
up rotten eggs.  The local pharmacy provides us with antibiotics.  
A couple of hours before midnight we enter the secured area of 
the ferry port.  The passenger of the vehicle has to enter through a 
separate gate.  We were not aware that northern Cyprus, through 
Turkish occupied, is a separate entity from mainland Turkey.  We 
pass through immigration, getting an exit stamp from Turkey.  The 
vehicle goes through customs, exiting mainland Turkey.  We pay a 
small fee of 45TL (local tax) for leaving the port with a vehicle.  In 
total it takes a couple of hours to load the ferry.  There are not a lot 
of transport trucks, vehicles or passengers, which works out well for 
us and our sleeping arrangements.  We each have four (4) seats to 
spread ourselves across to sleep.  The ferry leaves at 12:30pm.  It 
is a 60km crossing, which we accomplish in eight (8) hours…7.5km/
hr…not the fastest.

TURKEY

Our sleeping quarters on the Beşparmak vessel
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TURKISH REPUBLIC OF NORTHERN CYPRUS

N
ovember 11, 2016: It is a Public Holiday in Turkey/Northern 
Cyprus.  The scheduled 6-hr ferry ride ends up 8-hrs until we 
dock at Girne Port.  The arrival procedure is poorly signed.  

Actually there is no signage or direction.  Upon getting of the ferry, 
everyone parks there vehicle randomly in the port area and heads 
for a large building, inside is immigration/passport control and we 
are stamped into Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus and receive 
a 90-day Visa.  Outside the building are two small kiosks.  One 
is for the vehicles which arrived on the Filo Denizcilik vessel and 
the other for Akgünler Denizcilik vessel.  The Kiosk sells vehicle 
insurance.  The minimum is a 1-month 3rd Party Liability Insurance 
only valid for the Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus and comes to 
125TL (100TL Insurance + 25TL Administration Fee).  From there 
we head to another oice/kiosk closer to the exit which seems to 
be customs.  Here we are issued a temporary carnet de passage 
for bringing in the vehicle.  Paperwork completed we return to our 
vehicle.  Upon exiting the port area oicials complete a inal check 
of all the paperwork.  We realize that our navigation system does 
not have the street-by-street mapping loaded for Cyprus, but we are 
equipped with a good paper road map.  Cyprus is also left-drive, 
which takes some getting used to.  We decide to head west out 
of Girne (Kyrenia) along the coast.  The mountains butt up right 
against the coast line.  After a few kilometres we notice already 
the key diference between mainland Turkey and Cyprus Turkey.  It 
seems less Turkish.  No köy kahvaltısı (village breakfast) or roadside 
restaurants serving çorba (soup), gözleme (illed pancakes) etc.  The 
Diesel fuel price for the vehicle is signiicant cheaper at 3.45TL/litre 
compared to the mainland 4.19TL/litre.  We cover a lot of ground in 
a short time.  In Güzelyurt we stop at the Agia Mamas Church and 
then continue west to the ancient city of Soli (Soloi) dating back to 
600BC.  A small ancient site consisting of the remains of a basilica 

and its mosaic loors, as well as a poorly restored theatre.  A few 
kilometres further a narrow road leads to the hill top remains of the 
Vouni Palace.  The palace, built possibly by the Persians around 
500BC at 250m elevation, commands an amazing panoramic 
view of the surrounding mountains and sea.  We are close to the 
Republic of Cyprus (Greece) border crossing, but too tired to bother 
with more border crossing formalities.  Instead we head back toward 
Güzelyurt and to the coastline/beach.  Mike had pre-picked the GPS 
coordinates of a few possible campsites of the beaten track around 
the Island of Cyprus.  We set up camp in a secluded spot along the 
beach, close by is a concrete military bunker which looked to us 
from the past.  However, after a couple of hours someone knocks on 
the back door of our Toyota.  Two (2) military guys stare at us with 
wide eyes as we open up.  They are not happy that we set up camp 
at this location, as it seems part of the military grounds.  One of 
them repeated the Turkish word for forbiden “yasak”.  They wanted 
us gone immediately, being nervous around us and very defensive.  
We got out of there asap.  The trouble now was that it was getting 
dark and much harder to ind a spot to camp.  With the last rays 
of light we locate a spot near the Olive Nature Reserve Protection 
area. 

The Orthodox Church of St. Mamas in Güzelyurt

The marble sarcophagus of St. Mamas
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SOLI (SOLOI)  
The ancient city of Soli dates from the 6th Century BC
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Numerous Mosaics have been excavated and the Roman Theatre restored

Most of the ruins are of the two (2) Basilicas constructed around 1st Century AD
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THE VOUNI PALACE  
The 1st construction phase of the Palace, located 250m above sea level, dates back to 500BC
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From the Palace one has an amazing 360º view of surrounding area, 

with the rocky coastline and green hills stretching into the distance as far as one can see
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We thought it was an abandoned Military Bunker, 

where we set up camp for the night, but within...

The small remote villages feel very Greek

N
ovember 12, 2016:  In no time we are at the Limnitis- 
Yeşilırmak border crossing, leaving Turkish Cyprus and 
entering Greek Cyprus.  Formalities are straight forward.  

No exit stamp from the Turkish side, only an entrance stamp to 
Greece and the European Union.  Temporary Importation paperwork 
is completed for the vehicle and we are able to continue.  The drive 
is beautiful as we wind our way through the mountains and along 
the coastline.  After passing the green belt which is controlled by the 
UN we are inally free again to take pictures.  At Polis we turn south 
and stop at the Kouyiouka Watermill.  A restaurant sells fresh baked 
goods, produced by the wheat ground on location.  Prior to the 
building of the dam upstream the watermill was used to operate the 
grinding mill.  Today the mill is operated by electricity.  The owners 
are happy to demonstrate the operation of the mill and we are able 
to watch the mill in action.  For breakfast we try the freshly made 
olive bread.  Returning to the northern coast we enter the Akamas 
Peninsula.  First stop is the Bath of Aphrodite, unfortunately we have 
to say a total waste of time.  The highlight of the Peninsula is the 
very rough road that follows the coast all around the Peninsula and 
passes the famous Blue Lagoon.  Due to the rough road there is little 
traic and most tourists have to hike into the location.  At the Blue 
Lagoon we change into our swim suits and jump into the beautiful 
blue calm water.  Since the truck is itted with an external shower 
we are able to wash of the salt water on the spot.  All refreshed 
we continue past the turtle nesting beach at Lara Beach and set 
up camp for the night right on the beach somewhere around Cape 
Drepano.

THE REPUBLIC OF 

CYPRUS

...a couple of hours we were visited by patrolling

 military and told to vacate the area immediately
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The mill still grinds wheat which is used to bake fresh bread

KOUYIOUKA WATERMILL
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AKAMAS 

PENINSULA

A beautiful drive along a remote 

coastal area, passing by the 

Bath of Aphrodite (above) and the 

famous Blue Lagoon
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THE BLUE LAGOON  
Only accessible by boat or 4-wheel drive
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After enjoying a fresh Mango and a outdoor shower we pass by Lara Beach (Turtle Beach) to our inal Campsite
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Setting up camp at Toxeftra Beach and enjoying the beautiful sunset
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The Agia Solomoni Chapel located underground among Christian tombs

N
ovember 13, 2016: Arriving in Pafos, the roads seem very 
quiet with almost no traic.  Only now do we realize that the 
current time has changed from northern Cyprus.  Turkey no 

longer changes their clock to Daytime saving.  Our irst stop in Pafos 
is the Agia Solomoni and Christian tomb.  The Agia Solomini chapel 
forms part of an underground complex of chamber tombs dating 
from the Hellenistic period.  As we try to ind our way back to the 
main road we stumble across the ancient Pafos theatre, not open to 
tourists.  After parking our truck in the oicial free parking lot beside 
the Archaeological Site Entrance, we are still too early to get in and 
decide to wander over to the Panagia Chrysopolitissa Basilica and 
St. Paul’s Pillar.  Early morning mass is being held in the current 
church as we enter the vast complex that makes up the remains 
of the original Basilica.  An elevated walkway allows access to the 
entire complex, its many loor mosaics and the St. Paul’s Pillar.  With 
anticipation we have waited for the opening of the Archaeological 
Park of Pafos (4.50Euro/person), a well deserving UNESCO World 
Heritage Site, the ancient city dates all the way back to the 4th 
Century BC.  Most of the ruins are from the 2nd and 3rd Century AD.  
The footprint of the site is massive.  It is said that the city spanned 
over 950,000m2.  The highlight of the site, the House of Dionysus 
and its restored loor mosaics, is the now covered for preservation.  
Both the Villa of Theseus and the House of Aion contain well 

preserved mosaics.  The remaining structures like the Agora and 
the Byzantine castle of Saranta Kolones are mostly in ruins.  Further 
aield, but still within the premises of the Archaeological Park are the 
Agios Lambianos Rock-Cut tombs.  2km north of the Archaeological 
site are the Tombs of the Kings, which also form part of the Pafos 
UNESCO World Heritage Site.  Numerous underground tombs, 
dating from the 4th Century BC, are spread out over a vast area.  
The underground tomb chambers, some with courtyard pillars, 
are carved out of the solid rock.  The modern city of Pafos gives 
us the chance to restock our groceries at Lidl and Carre Four, as 
well as stop at McDonald’s for lunch.  Once in a while we do break 
down and visit McDonald’s for convenience.  We also pick up an 
adapter plug as the electrical charger of the Toyota had given up the 
previous day.  It was time for a hotel stay to recharge the batteries 
of the camera and computer.  Following the coastal road B6 we stop 
for a picture at Petra tou Romiou (Aphrodite’s Rock & Beach).  It is 
way too windy to attempt a swim around the rock.  Staying on the 
B6 we enter Lemesos and ind a hotel at the eastern end of the town 
on the coastal road for 50.00Euro/night including breakfast.  The 
room is on the 3rd loor and even has a ocean view.  Starving we 
walk along the main strip toward the centre of town and stop at the 
TexMex kind of place where Mike had a healthy burger with French 
Fries and Ruby the Enchilada.  True North American food.
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PANAGIA CHRYSOPOLITISSA BASILICA & ST. PAUL’S PILLAR
The church was built in the 13th Century over the ruins of a very large earlier Byzantine basilica
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The loor of the basilica use to be covered in beautiful mosaics with some still visible
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ARCHAEOLOGICAL PARK OF PAFOS 
The site covers a vast area with the highlight being the excavated Roman Villas and its beautiful mosaics 
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The mosaics within the House of Aion date from the 3rd & 5th Century AD 

and depict diferent mythological scenes
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The House of Theseus showcases mosaics depicting the Bath of Achilles and Theseus killing the Minotaur
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The House of Dionysus covers an area of 2000m2, 556m2 of which are decorated with loor mosaics. 
It was built during the end of the 2nd Century AD.
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Many of the loor mosaics depict Dionysus, the God of Wine
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The small 2nd Century Odeon with the modern 

lighthouse in the background

The remains, including toilet, of 

the Saranta Kolones castle

The Catacombs 

containing the 

Agios 

Lambianos 

Rock-Cut tombs
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THE TOMBS OF THE KINGS
The underground tombs carved out of solid rock, date back to the 3rd - 4th Century BC. 

Some are decorated with Doric pillars and most of them are reached only be descending steps.
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Approximately 100 Ptolemaic aristocrats rather than Kings were buried in these tombs
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The catacombs were later used by early Christians, and in the Middle Ages as makeshift dwellings
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PETRA TOU ROMIOU  
The Aphrodite’s Rock and Beach, where according to mythology, Aphrodite rose from the waves
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N
ovember 14, 2016: We back track to visit the ancient site 
of Kourion (4.50Euro/person), dating from the Roman 
Period and located in a prime location overlooking the sea.  

Most notable are its theatre and excavated private villas (House of 
Eustolios, House of Achilles and the House of the Gladiators) with 
the villas named after the scenes depicted on the loor mosaics.  
From here we head inland to visit the wine country, stopping in 
Omodos for some treats – bitter orange marmalade and cashews 
covered in pomegranate.  Just past Omodos our irst wine tasting 
at the Zenon winery.  The place has a small museum and friendly 
hostess.  We taste four (4) wines and purchase two (2) bottles for 
total of 30.00Euro of which one of them is an award winning Shiraz-
Maratheftiko. We continue winding our way deeper into the Troodos 
mountains and end up at the Ayia Mavri winery. The owner gives 
us a personal tour of the winery from the fermenting process to the 
storage area, both in barrels and bottles.  This place is famous for its 
sweet Muscatel and has won the French Moscats du Monde award 

in the past.  We taste seven (7) wines and purchase ive (5) for a total 
of 75.00Euro including the award winning Muscatel.  A very unique 
experience.  Passing through the settlement of Platres we stop of at 
Mt. Olympus and continue to Prodromos.  Entering the Marathasa 
Valley we visit three (3) of the ten (10) UNESCO World Heritage 
inscribed churches.  First is the Archangelos Michael Church, which 
is open to visitors, a quaint little place, tucked away in the small side 
street of Pedoulas.  All the churches are located in pretty spots at 
the end of some windy road through villages were our truck barely 
its.  The next two (2) churches are locked and we just admire them 
from the outside.  They are the Panagia tou Moutoulla and the Agios 
Ioannis Lambadistis Monastery.  The sun is setting; we are at over 
1500m elevation and the temperature is dropping fast.  We retrace 
our route to Prodromos and then take the windy road to Paliomylos 
and onwards.  By chance we ind a little secluded spot of the road 
and set up camp for the night.

KOURION  
The city-kingdom was built in the 2nd Century BC and extended into the 5th Century AD
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The House of Eustolios consists of 5th century loor mosaics and a well preserved bathing complex
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The site includes an early Christian basilica from the 5th century AD, with separate baptistery and several baths

The Greco-Roman theatre was built in the 2nd century BC and is still used today for performances
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The remains of a Agora, a small Temple and Nymphaeum 

The Baths are extensive at the site and include examples of cold baths (frigidarium), 

heated medium room (tepidarium), and the hot room (caldarium)

(Photo to the Left)

The lower part of a rounded 

lime-kiln of the early 

medieval period.

 (Photo to the Right) 

Part of the SE and NE 

wall of a large pyramidal 

building of the Late 

Classical Period 

(350-325 BC)
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The Stadium lies 1km west of the Archaeological Kourion site and used to seat up to 6000 spectators

Mosaics found in the House of the Gladiators
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OMODOS

A small village in the heart 

of wine country, located at 

an elevation of 810m above sea 

level, at the entry point to 

the Troodos Mountains
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ZENON WINERY

Run by Nicos Zenonos. 

The middle sized winery owns 

eleven hectares of vineyards. 

Among their wine grapes is the 

Xynisteri.
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AYIA MAVRI 

WINERY 

The award winning winery, 

located in the Koilani village, 

is famous for it’s sweet 

Mosxatos (Muscats) wines.
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ARCHANGELOS MICHAEL CHURCH
Located in the village of Pedoulas, it was built and decorated in 1474 by a local painter named Minas

View from Mt. Olympus
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The Frescoes include scenes and subject from the Old and New Testament

One cool old 

abandoned 

school bus
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 AGIOS IOANNIS LAMBADISTIS MONASTERY

 PANAGIA TOU MOUTOULLA CHURCH
The church was funded in 1280 by Ioannis Moutoulla & his wife Irene.  The painter of the frescos is unknown. 
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The complex consists of the main church dedicated to Agios Irakleidios (11th Century AD), 

the Chapel of Agios Ioannis Lambadistis (12th Century AD) and the Latin Chapel (15th Century AD)
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N
ovember 15, 2016:  Returning to Lemesos and the southern 
Coast of Cyprus we visit the archaeological site of ancient 
Amathous, with the Temple of Aphrodite dating as far back 

as the 8th Century BC.  The remains of the Agora and Baths are 
from the Hellenistic period.  The site provides many ine examples 
of Roman piping engineering. Our next stop is the Neolithic site and 
also UNESCO World Heritage Site of Choirokoitia.  A signiicant area 
of the settlement has been unearthed.  The site exhibits several 
reconstructed dwellings. During the rebuilding only local construction 
material  and methods dating from the Neolithic period were used.  
The site dates back to 7000BC and provides lots of information to 
how people used to live at that time.  Heading further east, we by-
pass Larnaka and cross back into the Turkish Republic of Northern 
Cyprus at the Pyla – Pergamos border crossing.  There was a bit of 
confusion at the small border crossing as we are just waved through 
the Greek border post. Only as we are getting stamped back into the 
Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus do we realize that our vehicle 
had not properly exited the Republic of Cyprus.  Both sides of the 

border guards are accommodating und let us loop back to complete 
the exiting paperwork for the vehicle.  Just north of Famagusta lies 
the ancient bronze city of Enkomi (Alasia) dating between 1650BC 
and 1050BC.  Only the outlines of the structures are visible.  A couple 
of kilometres east is the Monastery of Apostolos Varnavas, once an 
orthodox church, now it houses an icon museum.  Within sight lays 
the ancient city of Salamis, northern Cyprus best archaeological 
site.  It was founded around 1075BC.  The areas of most interest are 
the Gymnasium and Bath right at the entrance gate.  The restoration 
of the theatre was poorly executed.  The remains of an oil mill is 
still visible within the a Roman villa courtyard.  Further aield is the 
ruins of a large Basilica called the Kampanoetra Basilica.  Due 
to the so called illegal occupation of northern Cyprus by Turkey, 
no archaeological excavations occured from 1974 to 1998.  It is 
said that only 10% of the site has been excavated.  From ancient 
Salamis we head out onto the Karpaz (Karpass) Peninsula.  We ind 
a nice camping site on the beach somewhere past the settlement of 
Kaleburnu.  A perfect spot for a swim.

The Troodos Mountains with its narrow roads and small villages clinging to the side of the hills
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AMATHOUS  
The Archaeological Site of Amathous consists of the remains of the Agora, the Public Baths, the Temple of 

Aphrodite, early Christian Basilicas and several Tombs
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The Romans were geniuses in installing pipes to supply fresh water to private houses 

and public buildings (baths, lavatories, etc), as well as running separate sewer pipes
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Breakfast of Champions

CHOIROKOITIA  
A neolithic site, consisting of the ruins of the ancient site & a life-size reconstruction of parts of the dwellings
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TURKISH REPUBLIC OF NORTHERN CYPRUS

ENKOMI (ALASIA)   
The settlement dates to the middle Bronze Age (2000BC - 1800BC).  Copper ore was transported to Enkomi, 

where it was smelted and shipped for export.  Excavation has found smelting tools and metalurgy facilities.
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MONASTERY OF APOSTOLOS VARNAVAS (BARNABAS)
The original church was built in 477 AD, beside the site of Varnavas’ tomb. The current structure 

was built by Archbishop Philotheos in 1756 and incorporates much of the original church.
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Today the church is an icon museum with a wide selection of Greek Orthodox icons 

and some frescoes on display.

A large beautiful cactus 

in the parking lot of the Monastery
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SALAMIS  
Salamis used to be the most important city on the island and the seat of a powerful kingdom.  It was 

founded around 1075 BC, subsequently fell under the rule of the Persians until the arrival of Alexander 

the Great.  After Alexander the Great’s death, Salamis was controlled by the Ptolemaic dynasty until 

its incorporation into the Roman Empire in 58 BC.  Most of the ruins today are from the Roman and  

Byzantine period.
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The Gymnasium consists of a large courtyard surrounded by columned arcades, which served as an 

exercising ground. It is adjoined by a large bathing complex, containing (2) swimming pools, (2) octagonal 

cold rooms (Frigidarium), hot water baths (Sudatorium) lanked by (2) more sweat rooms (Caldarium).
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In the south-west corner of the Gymnasium are the Latrines, a semicircular colonnaded structure in which 

there was seating for (44) people.  Numerous fresco pieces and mosaic fragmens have survived.
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Directly adjacent to the Bath Complex is one of the surviving vaulted water reservoirs with an approximate 

holding volume of 550m3. Water was brought in from Kyhrea on a 50km long aqueduct. The present day 

ruins of the theatre date from the time of Augustus and used to hold 15,000 spectators.   
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Recent excavations have uncovered nearly 300m of Roman road within the city limits.  Further aield, in a 
Roman Villa, a large stone (for crushing olives), a mill stone and straining device have survived. The ruins of 

two (2) 4th Century AD Basilicas (Kampanopetra & Ayios Epiphanios) are located on the far end of the site.
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Our beach camp near Kaleburnu on the Karpaz (Karpass) Peninsula
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Stopping to 

pick up bread 

in the village of 

Rizokarpaso/ 

Dipkarpaz

N
ovember 16, 2016:  First thing in the morning we take a drive out to the tip of 
the Peninsula, past the Golden Beach, the Monastery of Apostolos Andreas to 
Zafer Burnu, Karpaz (Cape Apostolos Andreas).  It is the most eastern point 

of Cyprus with views of the Klidhes Islets (the keys).  From here we travel the northern 
coastal road along the peninsula and set up camp on the beach close to Kaplica.  The 
peninsula and its coastline is very pretty and secluded, the building boom has not yet 
reached this area of the island.  The wind starts to pick-up and the sea is white capped.   
Cooler air is moving in… Fall has arrived.

The Golden Beach on the Karpaz (Karpass) Peninsula
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 ZAFER BURNU (CAPE APOSTOLOS ANDREAS)
The most eastern point of Cyprus with a series of small islands called the Klidhes Islets extending beyond

A small beach between the Monestary of Apostolos Andreas and the Cape
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At a nice secluded picnic spot within the Peninsula Park borders, Mike prepares breakfast.

Prior to setting up Camp for the night on the beach near Kaplica on the northern shoreline of Cyprus, 

we ill our two (2) diesel tanks totalling 207 Liters.
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KANTARA CASTLE  
Located in the Kyrenia Mountains, the fortress was built originally by the Byzantines and has some great views

N
ovember 17, 2016: The previous day we had stopped at 
a McDonalds for some Wii access to check on the ferry 
times leaving Girne.  It indicated midnight.  With an entire 

day to kill we head up the windy road to Kantara Castle, located at 
700m above sea level, for an amazing view over both the northern 
and southern part of Cyprus.  We follow the mountain ridge for a 
few more kilometres before descending into Girne.  It is 11:30am, 
we decide to stop in at the Filo Denizcilik Ferry ticket oice prior to 
grabbing some lunch.  A good thing we did as the Ferry was leaving 
actually at 2pm, hence 2 1/2hrs later.  So much for trusting the online 
information.  We are on the same vessel and the return ticket being 
290TL plus Port Arrival Tax of 45TL.  Instead of lunch we board the 
ferry and complete the custom and immigration formalities.  Aboard 
our only choices is tost (sausage and cheese grilled sandwich) with 
chips.  For 7-hrs the vessel putts away and we arrive on mainland 

Turkey Taşucu at 9pm.  Passing through immigration we run into a 
problem at customs, which do not want to let the vehicle back into 
the country.  This is due to the fact that we are resident of Turkey and 
the vehicle owner must stay out of the country for 6 months prior to 
re-entry.  We only stayed out for one (1) week visiting Cyprus.  After 
numerous discussions, a helpful police oicer takes us to the Chief 
of Police to explain the situation.  Our only options are either taking 
the vehicle back to Cyprus on the next ferry or get permission to 
drive the vehicle to the Turkey – Greece border.  The Chief of Police 
grants us seven (7) days in Turkey to drive the vehicle out of the 
country, which gives us just enough time to return to Kalkan and 
continue to the Greece border.  It is past 11pm by the time we get 
through Customs.  Too wired up we drive west for another 1 1/2hr to 
Anamur and check into Paradise Campsite (40TL/night) right beside 
the castle after midnight.
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We are leaving Cyprus on the same vessel 

operated by Filo Denizcilik.

Camped at Paradise Campsite beside Anamur Castle.
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